Reading Partners is a program validated by research and evaluation

By the numbers

- 537 students received 12+ sessions of one-on-one tutoring
- 92% of students identify as people of color
- 14,134 tutoring sessions delivered (26 sessions per student on average)
- 21% of sessions delivered online via Reading Partners Connects
- 529 community tutors
- 17 reading centers
- 11,933 books distributed to students through “Take Reading with You”

Student performance

- All Reading Partners students 76% achieved their individualized reading growth goals
- K-2 Reading Partners students 81% developing mastery of key foundational reading skills* needed to read at grade level
  *We track growth in the key foundational literacy skills students need to become independent readers, such as alphabetic principle, phonics, and vocabulary.
  Note: Percentages are for students receiving 20+ sessions.

Program recognition

- 83% of volunteers are satisfied with their volunteer experience*
  *Among respondents of 2023-24 surveys